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Electronic Health Record: advantages 

precision,
coherence,
readability,
presentation of data
(simple)

Bradbury A, Computerized medical records: the need for a standard, J. Am. Rec.
Assoc. 19(3) (1990), 25-37 



Information technology must allow

To enhance the quality of information
The accurate and fast transmission of information 

To encounter specific needs

To access patient's data where and when it is needed.

To better treat the patient. 

Collins B, Wagner M, Int. J. Med. Inf. 74(11-12) (2005), 917-925.

Elliot B, Del. Med. J. 74(11) (2002), 435-441.



System powered by a database

The data can be stored efficiently

Past data can be retrieved by queries 

And the results combined to be analysed

That can facilitate audit and retrospective  

(and prospective) studies. 



These advantages are also expected in Intensive Care
 where we find

High quantity of data
High Turnover

Need for safety

Necessity of analysis and audit 
processes 



Choice of the information system

-> Commercial PDMS for Intensive Care with 
locking in proprietary software

-> Use of Open Source Components and 
Software (OSS) 

Carnall D. Medical software’s free future. BMJ 2000; 321: 976.

Peter M. Yellowlees, Shayna L. Marks, Michael Hogarth, Stuart Turner. Standards-Based, Open-
Source Electronic   Health Record Systems: A Desirable Future for the U.S. Health Industry.
Telemedecine and e-Health. April 1, 2008, 14(3): 284-288. 



The aim of our realization
Was initially to respond to the needs of our surgical 
Intensive Care Unit (12 beds)  
Actually, is to enhance the reliability of the system 
and allow the utilisation by several units in our CHU
(30 beds) 

The constrains: a limited budget (Scientific foundation 
not able to support costly licences) 

The retained solution: use of Open Source Resources



The requirements were to realize a medical 
electronic record system with:

The patient history
Daily notes
Medical prescriptions and orders
Flow charts of bedside data
Medical activity recordings
Query for statistics, clinical audit and scientific 
studies.



Methodology used for the design and development

Some modelling was performed based on 
> the environment study, 
> data flow and existing procedures analysis 
Powered by the  open source PostgreSQL database
The development follows a client server architecture 
with the client interface coded in C
The actual upgrade uses Ada and SparkAda 
languages



The Intensive Care Environment includes



•A high number
 of workers

 * High numbers of 
interventions for

 every worker
 * Complexity 

due to
 simultaneous

 accesses
 * Necessity 

for a daily and 
continuous

 processing.



The system is powered by

Relational database.

The database structure reflects the structure of the 
electronic health record.



The database structure



The system is based on a client-server architecture, 
the interface first developed in c is now upgraded in Ada 



The graphical interface uses
 the GTK library,

 
an object oriented library,

 developed in c,
 open source,

 
available on several platforms

 and accessible from several programming 
languages (python, ada...)



The problem of C

Debuging is difficult because
Of the language used
Of the clinical environment ( « Critical » ) 

Portability of c is limited

The Upgrade of the system is based on
the Ada et Spark ada 
heavy types languages
allowing static analysis before compilation
good portability of code sources.



SparkAda



Application functionalities

Notes containing patient's history, observation and 
treatments
(Flow charts for vital signs, in-out balances, ventilation 
parameters and settings) 
Prescription and medication administration
Scoring possibilities for patient's classification
Summary of Intensive Care hospitalisation
Encoding of medical activities.



Application functionalities



Data analysis and retrospective study



Example of retrospective study:
 Review of factors affecting dialysis requirements

Potentially nephrotoxic antibiotic like 
Vancomycin have been incriminated as 
causes of increased need of hemodialysis in 
intensive care patients *. 

* Eichhorn M.E, Wolf H, Kuchenhoff H, Joka M, Jauch K.W, Harti W.H. 
Secular   trends in severe renal failure associated with the use of new 

antimicrobial agents in critically ill surgical patients. 
Eur J Clin Microbiol Infect Dis (2007) 26: 395-402. 



Example of retrospective study:
 Review of factors affecting dialysis requirements

We wanted to evaluate the incidence of Vancomycin 
administered as continuous intravenous infusions on 
hemodialysis needs in our patients compared to others 
antibiotic agents. 

For that purpose we reviewed the evolution of 1263 
consecutive patients and analysed the effect of all 
antibiotics treatments on hemodialysis-hemofiltration (HH) 
requirements, using univariate and multivariate logistic 
regression. Data for these patients were extracted by 
queries on the database of the system. 



Example of retrospective study:
 Review of factors affecting dialysis requirements

37 patients of 1263 (2.9%) received HH. 549 
(19.71%) patients received antibiotics.

At the univariate analysis, Vancomycin, 
Meropenem, Piperacilin-Tazobactam and 
Fluconasol treatments were significantly 
associated with the necessity of HH.



Example of retrospective study:
 Review of factors affecting dialysis requirements

Vancomycin, Meropenem, Piperacilin-Tazobactam and 
Fluconasol treatments were also significantly associated 
with the necessity of HH at the multivariate logistic regression



Example of retrospective study:
 Review of factors affecting dialysis requirements

The incidence of HH requirements following the 
use of Vancomycin was not significantly different 
(Pearson Chi-square, p = 0.106) from the 
incidence following the use of Meropenem, 
Piperacilin-Tazobactam and Diflucan also used in 
severe sepsis. 

These results did not confirmed that our use of 
Vancomycin increases HH requirements more 
than other antibiotics used in severe sepsis.



Practical use of the application

First use in February 2004
Treatment of more than 4000 patients

Integrity of data preserved

Less than 5 hours interruption over one year

Every day use

Retrospectives studies



The application



Medical notes



Notes edition



Scales and
 Scoring



Prescription



Medication administration



Vital signs



Summary and
 report



Accessibility

At desks
an at the bedside



The actual upgrade must
 allows

A better integration with others medical 
applications
Multi-platform capabilities
Enhancement of stability and Security and 
Identification
Conviviality of the client interface
To deserve several units
or departments



Multi platform upgrade



More convivial



And better integrated



Conclusions:

The system developed from open source 
components is effective and able to respond to 
requirements of intensive care environments
By the use of open source components we were 
able to adapt the software to the pre-existing 
organisation at low cost, facilitating the 
acceptability by the staff.



Conclusions:

The knowledge of the database structure 
allowed us to conduct retrospective clinical 
studies based on data queries and analysis
Of course the system is far from perfect and 
does not cover all the domains of intensive care, 
but is robust and effective.
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